Everything connects up in this world as the forces of Light-Information-Knowledge spread at Light-G-D-speed to all 4 corners of the globe, lighting up like never before the imaginations of all those whose formal education has not interfered with their learning versus those such as yourself incapable of keeping track of your lies from day one, the short-circuits allowing once again G-d to take over your mind.

What else can explain you thinking I would allow you to participate in my murder without paying a hefty price?

Judaism considers the murder of a good person’s name nothing short of murder for which there can be no escaping the almighty “Hand of G-d”.

Moreover, you can see when looking in the mirror the shining light of G-d going in one ear and out your other, your mindless mind, the first indicator of G-d’s presence, a perfect vacuum creating this imaginative light-bulb effect through which no sound can travel much like the Red Shift Effect, the first indicator we had of the “Hand of G-d”; the speed of light, c, not always traveling at its maximum speed of 300,000 kilometers per second through Deep Space; the RSE the mirror image of the Doppler Effect measuring the speed of sound, all coming “to-get-her” [sic] in Einstein’s “Mind of G-d” equation, \( E=mc^2 = 2 \times mE \), in reverse.

Only here on spaceship Mother Earth would a most imaginative-creative G-d know that of all the senses would we, “Hear O Israel, the Lord Thy G-d, G-d is one”.

Jewish people are encouraged to question, right from the start, questioning God/G-d, making it that much easier to question man’s rule, “By Divine authority”

The Hebrew word, “Yisrael” translates literally in to the English, “Struggle-Wrestle with God/G-d” who first mouths the words, “Let there be light”.

Not to mention English still has vestiges of spirituality although much further away than the divinely precise math language followed by the other spiritual languages beginning with Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Greek and Latin; English ripped out of the Latin by corrupt politicians hell bent on confusing the masses.

What do you think of my one website,

www.EmanANDdog.com=MOC.godDNAname.wwww?

If you are having trouble with very basic math that I use to provide solid evidence employing Einstein’s “Mind of G-d” equation which in turn “builds upon” Newton’s principal of mass, m, being a constant, showing the speed of light, c, that is not always a “constant” and can in fact be stopped at low temperatures, able though, to go up all the way to the maximum speed of light and down again, much like a “dimmer switch” controlling-converting m into E, energy=Evolution, then please feel free to email either my math wizard, much more articulate than me French-Canadian wife – mdqart@sellnext.com – or Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. whose address you would know how to get and if not let me know.
Bear in mind that without light there is no Evolution, all proving out that there really is no conflict between “Evolutionists” and “Creationists” apart from those in academia, the new corrupt church and the church fast running out of an audience, having to create conflict where none exists in order to get their “pound of flesh”.

Can you please send me a list of preachers you have personally met from all the religions including academia who are fat and who also fail to point out their weakness of spirit when failing to preach about their own poor diet and that without a healthy body one simply cannot expect consistent logical thought process which a smart G-d would also find quite amusing?

Again, lack of knowledge–information–light–power, power to change the world stems from humans being lazy and fearful from embracing the truth.
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